INTRODUCTION
Modern communication systems such as satellite links, Global Position Systems (GPS) and radar communication systems often require compact and low cost antennas with dual frequency operation [1] . Moreover, dual frequency operation significantly improves the system performance due to the size and cost of antenna [2] .
The conventional antenna systems such as parabolic reflectors and phased array antennas have been generally used for the high gain applications. However, some significant disadvantages of conventional systems are bulky structure, complex maintenance and higher cost.
Therefore, a reflectarray antenna has been introduced as a possible replacement to the conventional antennas [3] [4] [5] .
The reflectarray using printed microstrip patch antennas have been developed to achieve low reflecting surface profile, small antenna mass and reduced manufacturing cost [6] . However, the reflectarray antenna has limited bandwidth performance due to the narrow band of reflectarray antenna elements and spatial phase delays. In order to overcome the limitation of the bandwidth performance, high static phase range with less phase errors performance should be achieved. In order to increase static phase range, dual frequency operation has identified to enhance bandwidth performance [7] . Moreover, dual frequency antennas have shown significant advantages particularly mobile communication system and radar applications. Considerable researches on dual frequency antenna operation have been carried out by previous researchers such as using slots in the patch and compact stacked patch antennas [8] [9] [10] , using concentric split rings patch antennas and using stacked configurations with two separated feeds for each frequency [11] . But, it can be seen that dual frequency can be achieved by introducing complicated method which increases the design complexity of the system. Due to these difficulties, a simple technique to obtain dual frequency is required to be proposed.
In this work, the comparison of dual frequency performance based on Finite Integral Method (FIM) and Method of Moment (MoM) has been provided to investigate the feasibility of dual frequency operation by employing dual gap on the rectangular patch reflectarray antenna. Additionally, a new formulation of dual frequency operation has been introduced based on the possibility of obtaining dual frequency operation using dual gap structure.
II. DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

A. Design and simulation work
A rectangular patch element has been designed using Rogers Rt/d 5880 as a dielectric substrate. Commercially available CST computer model has been used to design a unit cell element with proper infinite boundary conditions. Rectangular patch reflectarray antenna was constructed on a 0.787 mm thick dielectric substrate with patch element dimensions L p =10.0 mm x W p =11.5 mm. In order to investigate the possibility of realizing dual frequency antenna, dual gap configurations has been introduced on a rectangular patch element as shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 shows the details of dual gap configuration on the rectangular patch element. In this work, gap A and gap B as shown in Fig. 1 have the same dimensions of W g = 2.00mm x L g = 1.00mm. In order to observe the effect of introduction of dual gap configuration, the model design has been simulated in the X-band frequency range. The width, W g of the gap is varied from 2.00mm to 3.20mm while the length, L g of the dual gap is kept constant at 1.00mm. From the dual gap performance, the formulation of dual frequency has been derived which considers the frequency for particular width of dual gap obtained by using the formula as shown in Equation (1).
Where, f d is desired frequency for the specific frequency of dual gap f s is secondary frequency f p is the primary frequency is the interval of the width variation
In order to verify the validity of this formula, computer programming software of Turbo C++ has been used and a set of results from different widths of dual gap has been generated. In order to show the dual frequency operation in X-band frequency range, variable width of dual gap has been generated from 2.80mm to 3.20mm.
From Fig. 2 , it can be seen that the gap with the width, w g =3.20mm offers -0.98dB reflection loss at 8.31 GHz while the second resonant frequency at 11.98 GHz offers -2.05dB of reflection loss. The reason behind the difference of loss performance is due to the modification of the surface current and electric field distributions on the surface of patch element and substrate region respectively. It has been demonstrated that by using different widths of dual gap, dual frequencies have been obtained in which dual frequency can be easily adjusted by changing the width of dual gap. In this work, reflection phase curve has been plotted in Fig. 3 . It is also shown that by employing dual gap on the rectangular patch element, the feasibility of dual frequency operation can be obtained with the highest static phase range performance of 343.5° where 3.20mm of width dual gap has been introduced. Fig . 4 shows the fabricated samples of two identical size patch elements unit cell reflectarray. The fabrication of this sample has been done by using photolithography process. For each design, two patch elements of identical size are fabricated where the element spacing d is kept at half wavelength to reduce mutual coupling effects. The scattering parameters measurements of the designed samples have been carried out by using vector network analyzer with waveguide simulator technique [12] .
C. Measurement Setup
Scattering parameter measurement was carried out using vector network analyzer. By connecting the waveguide simulator to the vector network analyzer via coaxial cable and waveguide adapter, scattering behavior such as reflection loss and reflection phase has been obtained. The complete measurement setup is shown in Fig. 5 . The reflection loss of dual frequency performance can be obtained by using proposed relation given in Equation 2. It can be observed that the reflection loss of first resonant frequency (fr 1 ) and second resonant frequency (fr 2 ) depend on the aperture size (Ae) and width of the dual gap (w g ). It is also shown that the reflection loss is inversely proportional to the width of the dual gap. The properties of both dielectric substrates used are shown in Table I . This mathematical model based on material properties has been derived to predict dual frequencies performance. As shown in Table I , it can be observed that dielectric constant and loss tangent for each material are different which affect the reflection performance of reflectarray antenna. The comparison between simulations and mathematical model are discussed in the next sections.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Reflection Loss
This section provides the details of scattering measurements and comparison between the simulated and measured results. The waveguide has been used in order to represent an infinite reflectarray antenna using a two patch element unit cell. In order to compare the dual frequencies reflectarray performance obtained using CST simulations, measured results and mathematical model, reflection loss for unit cells reflectarray antenna designed with Roger 5880 is plotted in Fig. 6 . The summary of reflection loss results is shown in Table II . From Table II , it can be observed that the first simulated resonant frequency of 8. difference between simulation and mathematical modeling results of 0.6dB has been shown in reflection loss performance. It has also be observed that the second resonant frequency of 11.98GHz with -1.52dB of reflection loss has a good agreement with the mathematical model which offers -1.83dB of reflection loss performances at 11.97GHz. It can be concluded that mathematical model for dual frequency using Roger 5880 has a good agreement between simulated and predicted results. Other than that, the mathematical model of dual frequencies using FR-4 has also been developed. In order to compare dual frequencies performance of reflectarray designed using FR-4 substrate are plotted in Fig. 7 . As depicted in Table III , the comparison of dual frequency performance between simulated results, mathematical modeling and measured results provides a very close agreement. It can be observed that the first simulated resonant frequency offers -5.80dB of reflection loss as compared to the mathematical model which offers -6.24dB of reflection loss at exactly the same frequency of 8.80GHz. For the second resonant frequency of 11.55GHz, simulated results offer -3.84dB while the mathematical model shows -4.01dB of reflection loss. The maximum discrepancy between simulated and formulated results is found to be 0.44dB for first resonant frequency and 0.17dB for the second resonant frequency. The difference between the simulated and mathematical model results is due to the infinite boundary conditions which are not taken into consideration during the formulation of mathematical model. Moreover the simulated and mathematical modeling results also provide a very close agreement with the measured results. However, it can be observed that the measured results have discrepancy as compared to the simulated results. The difference between simulated and measured results for reflection loss is due to the connection and fabrication errors.
B. Reflection Phase
In order to represent the bandwidth performance, reflection phase curve is plotted in Fig.8 . As depicted in Fig.8 , the comparison of simulated and measured reflection phase curve is shown. From the reflection phase curve, static phase range and figure of merit have been analyzed. It can be observed that the measured results have a good agreement with the simulated results. It has also been shown that by introducing dual gap on the rectangular patch element dual frequency operation can be achieved with the highest static phase range performances of 343.5°. The summary of result obtained from reflection phase curve has been summarized in Table IV . Table IV shows the static phase range and figure of merit for dual frequency operation. As depicted in Table IV , it can be observed that the simulated result for first resonant frequency offer FoM of 0.269°/MHz with 294.40° of static phase range as compared to measured results which provides a figure of merit of 0.264°/MHz with 285.10° of static phase range. It can be seen that discrepancy between simulated and measured results is 9.3° for the first resonance frequency and 4.1° for the second resonance of. The difference between simulated and measured results for static phase range and FoM is due to the connection and fabrication errors.
V. CONCLUSIONS
From the investigations provided in this work, it can be concluded that employing dual gap on the rectangular patch of reflectarray antenna offers significant advantages for dual frequency application that can be used for X-band applications. The mathematical modeling for dual frequency operation using different dielectric substrates has been presented. Furthermore, a novel formulation to predict dual frequency based on dual gap on the rectangular patch element using different dielectric material has also been established.
